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ABSTRACT
Outrigger is rigid horizontal structure designed to improve building overturning stiffness and strength by connecting
the building core or spine to distant columns. Outrigger systems function by tying together two structurally systems
typically a core system and a perimeter system to yield whole building structural behavior that are much better than
those of the component system. Outrigger system performance is affected by outrigger locations through the height
of a building, the number of levels of outrigger provided, their plan locations, and the presence of belt truss to
engage adjacent perimeter columns versus standalone mega columns, outrigger truss path a primary structural
material used.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A Core and outrigger system is frequently selected for
the lateral load resisting system of tall or slender
building where the overturning moment is large
compared to shear and where overall building flexural
deformation is major contributors to lateral deflection
such as story drift. In such situation, outrigger reduces
building drift and core wind moments. Because of the
increased stiffness they provide outrigger system is very
efficient and effective solution to reduce building
acceleration which improves occupant comfort during
high winds.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
1. Benefits of an Outrigger System




Deformation reduction – in a building with a central
core braced frame or shear wall an outrigger system
engages perimeter columns to efficiently reduce
building deformation from overturning moments and
the resulting lateral displacement at upper floor.
Efficiency - for the system with belt trusses that
engage all perimeter columns, columns already sized
for gravity load may be capable of resisting





outrigger forces with minimal change in size and
reinforcement.
Foundation forces – a separate but related advantage
is force reduction at core foundation. Outrigger
system help to effectively distribute overturning
load on foundation.
Gravity force transfer – outrigger and belt truss can
help reduce differential vertical shortening between
columns. This reduction is achieved by forces
transfer between adjacent columns through belt truss
or between the column and core through outrigger.

2. Determining Location of Outrigger In Elevation
The degree to which an outrigger system provides
improvement of building stiffening and reduction of
building drift depends in part on the number and
location of outrigger. Modeling for checking the drift at
roof level with different outrigger location





Model 1- CENTRALLY BRACED CORE
MODEL 2 – TOP FLOOR WITH FULL
OUTRIGGER DEPTH
MODEL 3- TOP FLOOR WITH 2/3 OUTRIGGER
DEPTH
MODEL 4- TOP FLOOR WITH 1/3 OUTRIGGER
DEPTH
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NO. OF STOREY – 30

EARTHQUAKE ZONE - V
3. ETABS Model

4. Drift Comparison Between All Models
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III. CONCLUSION

MODEL TYPE

MODEL 1

MODEL 2

MODEL 3

MODEL4

DRIFT /DRIFT ( MODEL 1)

1

0.67

0.71

0.76

Drift decreases with outrigger and increase with reducing outrigger depth
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